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based loosely on findings presented in
the other papers collected with it in a single volume, discusses
gosoral issues in designing magnet schools, focusing on three main

s: (2) tho interdepeadesce of program design and recruitment
of (3) School level practices which help to turn racial

deatigregatioa into racial tat ratios/ and (3) the strains
experienced bi teachers Ind principals when programs are impo ad from
above. Ma et schools*must' be designed to be attrective to
, volunteer ng,porents. This task is complicated by the requirement of
l'appealing toe constituency thet is both narrow (those interested in

ised education) and diverse (racially and ethnically).
'Moreover, magnet schools are obliged not to make regular schools
appear to be second class, or to leave the staffs at regular scho ls
feeling that their best students are being pulled away from than. To
avoid'this seeming conflict of goals, it may be best to think of a
magnet schoOl as an array of schools rather than as a single school.
Magnet schools must appeal to all types of tudents, not just to
those who are best at competing in traditional instructional
nvironments. Xecause most magnet schools are desegregated schools,
it' is'important that teachers pay attention to students' social and
cultural diversity. Magnets allow students of different races to be
put in situations where they must cooperate to achieve common goals.
Magnet school teachers and principals, who are often expected to work
in magnet programs that are quickly designed and imposed on a school,
deserve much support and latitude. (NE)
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DEGNING MAGNET SC OOLS

INTRODUCTION

ctor to the major pa
for ject Directors of the Magnet

intended to supplement the abc major papers. picks up
dime themes important for magnet school planners to consider which are treated
only relatively Welly in the other papers. The themes are close to the actual
operation of the schools; these reactions were intended to provide central office
project directors a view of the Imes from the school level upward. The three
themes deal with the interdependence of propam design and recruitment issues.
with school level practices which help to turn racial desegregation into racial
integration, and with the strains experienced by teachers and principals when

programs are impoefid from above.

DESIGNING MAGNET SCHOOLS TO DRAW AN OPTIMAL POPULA ON

At least four of the authors speak to the need to design magn

such a way that they

the complexity of the

should not draw their clientele through overall superiority, thus consigning
traditional schools to oecond class status, but rather through appeal to a

interested in a specialised ldnd of education. Thus they must be
o attract a rather narrow constituency out of the city's population. but

attractive to vo

a C01111110C/U0DC

teering parents. Several

of the fact that magnet echools
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same

the impulse to

al to a constituency which I. diverge

appeal just to the middle class, which

mainstream.

y to be easily drawn

bit should serve the poorest minority cblldrr viao have historically
least educational attention. A major thnist of legal actions for
has been a desire to pull these children into the educational

The challenge of diversi be met at both the
level. Each magnet school muet offer a

practice which will nonethe ess appeal to

the array of magnet schools in a school system as a

to thelude pmgrams which will serve the needs of children from

ted, politically articulate and po erful families, whom the

hold within their brundaries, and whose support c

magnet schools public acceptability. In the same array, and where possible in the
same schools, some programs must be approrriate for and appealing to the poorest,
least educated, and marginalised mimority families whose children most need the
assistance of the schools to gain access to mainstream economic and political life.
At the earns time, the magnet schools must also serve the needs of the majority of
cedinary black. Iiiipenic, Oriental. Native American, and white children whose
parents are the solid cithens of the community and the mainstay of both its
white-collar and blus-collar labor force. There is real challenge in the task of
dedgning an array of magnet schools which will appeal to these constituencies as
volunteers. The task I. made twice as difficult by the need not to make other

Iv

central cities



their eta is feeling that their east

Is.

Paye

by

as

The imperatives of Owe tragtraa pals may conflict.
suggests that whew *Ow*.

as depreesed. it is twoc,,,. have programs that are
mkality selective in eider to ',eke them attractive to white paten

for this

to the

they drew far m

polky is effective in

me cities have located their schools designed to be

ally elite students in Net such neighborhoods and

vohmteers than could be accomodate& But while

ttracting whites (and middle class minorities) into

minority milibbotbucds. it tends to do so at the cost of a btoden an the
that neighborhood, most of whom will not qualify for the new magnet

an irony in a succeesful magnet school's launching at the cost of
a desegregated ladldIng minority children who most need

ed*tional assistance. PhOWS111 must make a series of difficult decisions which
balance a concern for the welfare of all students with political realities concerning

acticm needed in order to draw both majority and minority students to magnet
schools.

Some of these prcbier.a can be

as an *my of

have other magnet schools which

previous example, and serve them

Thinldng of the magnet schools as a total amy also makes it easier to design
magnet schools collectively to draw from all segments of the community, even

though each alone may not do so. Thus, for example. elementary programs such as

about the magnet

U it I. possible to

displaced in the

tune less painful.
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as a flmdsmental school,

Individually Guided Education

class families and to children for

ant challenge. Still, it is important

be at least eomewhat di

rewaxing the clam isolation typical of neighborhood schools hi larg
communities.

This task may be easiest to accomplish at the ele cutesy I

about good elementary education are more diverse and less tight

education.

cord

a

cgs and

am

own class status than erw their ideas about high

Parents'

tied to

At the
school level the hand of tradition lies more heavily, and the academic

of college entrance ccesetrain the teaching of students with college
even when they an not top achievers. An elementary school with
specialty which gains a reputatim as a warm and caring place where

children can learn without conceive com

of life as well as all races. Even at

of life may still seek out or be persua

supportive and noncompetitive middle school

the rigors of high school. 7Ids

do not flourish in traditional sc

pressures may draw from all walks

school level parents from all

investigate an innovative or a

the child's confidence and

particularly true for parents

awe they do not do well



a

tional

fiddle achool levels, especially,

t schools which break with traditional locketep.

Furthermore, such schools can deal more email

academic diversity among students which is likely
social diversity. /kith schools can meet the needs of many

matched to the social and academic patterns of
provide contexts where prac thioners and researchers

ties and limitations of alternative teaching styles or
children. They can introduce ideas which can be

traditional schools, if they are shown to be broadly

t com

or atlous, highly

difficult to develop aPposike

time emphasises excellence and

magnet ochools are all too often designed

excellence and competition. It

toxic for schools which are designed t
but unspectacular achievers and below average achievers, hut these

students may need special innovative schools as much or more than do high
achievers. Together such students cceretitute the numerical majority of both the
white and black student population not only in cities, where magnet schools are

commun. but &leo in more elite communities. Such students need schools
p them learn up to their capacities and flotuish as persons while they

verso achievers, especially, need schools designed to help them

tial academic learning of which they are capable when not driven



to

accompusnm

y design

'Taverns in soctaly
to help

rhetoric,

va 9

children, while anveloPinig

to find grateful parents arid students who will gladly

or a

magnet middle se

drew student bodies

achievers ores both

and all magnet schools in

students in the three individual schools

ich

patterns of daily school life. The book emphasises the
political and recrtdtment process& with the development of a
m and distinctive atmosphere inside each school. Central office

planners concerned to design a successful magnet provam must become
knowledgable about the many interdependent influences which shape both the ability
of magnet schools to become and remain attractive and their ability actually to be
constructive envininments far students and theh. teachers.

ESTART_ARRING RACIAL INTEGRATION AS A PURPOSE OF MAGNET PROGRAMS

he

attention to in

unt

cont

gregated whoa's, a

-nt races, but pay

Teachers mud pay atten academic
success or lack of success in the



Teachers can i

by developing

students bring

Heath analyses (1982, 1983 ferences in cognitive

ted schools in one southern com enmity. These

and family interaction that differed with class

between teachers and some students and led

evected of them in school. Heath

strategies of instruction which use

y. Discussion of such differencesf

f storytellingteaches all

and to become reflective

inpraction. Such discussion and the use

t becomes an enriching ence for allmc

,ccelIent

(1982) t

cultural

f thtezmcial iela a magnet

t the topic of race became taboo in the school.
reality of racial diversity, which most of the eleven to thirteen

ere experiencing for the firet time in their lives, adults set a
mace to the point where it was not mentionable. Students

1 U they mentioned race even for such innocent wrposes

acher a student who had left one of his or her belcegkes in a

°sphere, it was impassible for students of both races to
ty about one another in open ways or to dbcuss patterns



behavior associated with race which lometiTnes puzzled, unoed, or tht midated
students of a different race. The taboo at this sch
to our society about openly disclosing issues of race.

not go away because we do not acknowledge them. Children

society which is one third *minority* and two thirds

students need to learn to interact

with memben of the other groups in
eachers leave the development of such

after simply putting children

make little progress toward such

a general uneasiness

Praajori

'comfortably

A. Scho ield's took

majori

thout

o an unplann

me space,

to be taken to

affoi

-ial

develop some princIples which can guide

facilitate interracial relations. Following

Allport (1954), Schofield stresses, first, that steps need
development of equal social status for children of all

races. Such equal status is often supported by the development of diverse
activities in both the classroom and the school. With many different kinds of
activities. many different individuals 'rare all races have a chance to demonstrate
skill and talent in some activity in front of their peers. The peer group is then
less likely to develop a rigid prestige hierarchy based around a narrow range of
skills.

ts of different rices should be pit in situations they
common goals. Situations which

in competition should be avoided. Cooperative projects in the

of different races



activities such

wee to it

for c

sidts and music
even in c)ernentary

student government c

The adults in the school mat

1 in memberAlp.

portanc of such mooch'

are consistently mul

that adults must take leadership in modeling and
e and constant interracial association. The

be agreed upon and made a visible pert of the

taken for granted merely because a

gregated. as Schofield's study shows.

ch school's program, central office

opment of ways to encourage the move fro

relationahie a ong both adults and students part

planners must make the

deasgregation to integrated

f the agenda for the schonl sta

Several other ethnographic studies, mostly by authors waware of the social
ogical theory upon which Schofield draws, have named processes similar to
es she identifies as important in attempting to explain the development of

friendly or tense interracial relation' in schools. (See Meta, 1986 for a diecussi
of this work.) A good deal of experimental work in social psychology has also

confirmed these patterns (Cohen, 1980, Slavin, 1980).

Policies that encourage good interracial relations

from academic agendas. They include such simple

iso that students of different races 'It next to

observation of one another at close range and for casual
Many of the supplementary activities such as sports, arts

activities, and student government which provide chances for equal status contact

take m h time

ts



ent of the
in onlEr to male schools á ling to volunteers. It is

monitor and gtdde events to be sure that students
e to shine and to be sure that cooperating groups

of Interracial collections of students. Students, eecially younge
are c

ones, will quickly pick up adults' expectations for uniracial or multiracial groupings
in these contexts.

In order for these patterns to
openly with the existence of racial diversity. Staff me

deal

must themselves develop comfortable patterns of relationship, as wefl as the ability
to break the societal expectation of silence amund racial
will not develop without some assistance daring the training period for
school staff. Continuing inservice should also address them. The princi
other staff person in the building should have both formal responsibility

in, facilitating easy interracial communication on a continuing basis.
Secondary school students who have not gmwn up in desegregated schools may need
special help from facilitators in openly addressing tensions or simple questions
about the other group.

tt-

a

MO

SELECTING STAFF AND DEVELOPING COMMITMENT TO MAGNET PROGRAMS

topic expands on Grace Fairlie's very useful dlacion of ways to develop
volven3ent in the school planning process, to create c dres of cheerleaders

committed to the school, and to train staff to understand and to be faithful to the
magnet plan. she takes the perspective of central office planners, that of the

audience for these papers. I third( there is value for this auCenc

12



adding some observitlons on how theae matters look from the bottom up, 1.15 school

tage struggle with the daily implementation of magnet school plans.

It is important for centrAl office personnel to remember that the mpos1tlon of a
magnet plan from above rsdically alters traditional rrlatlonahirrn between boilding
adminb rotors and teachers. Despite the existence of traditional curriculum guides
and of supervision by principals, in practice teachers usually have considerable
freedom to choose their own cturicular emphases and pedagogical approaches.
Magnet 'schools oometimes dramatically alter that freedom as a particular
pedagogical approach becomes the faufmtance of a magnet nogrm. Th 64 me

presages can occur when a substantive emphasis is expected to pervade the whole

life of a school, so that math teachers must think atout the artistic applications of
arlthmettc, or music teachers must ponder the ecological significance of sound. It

b clearly best for the school if teachers volunteer for magnet programs and if
they and the principal can be identified early enou

planning, and so in owning the school's design,

Where that is not poeble. for exa

that all are involved in

agnet echools with all teachers in a binding who wish to stay.
thevitably have a part in forming the actual pract ce of the magnet progra

Wither their alterations are formally sanctioned or not. It is thus wise to
wledge the teachers' part in forming the program and to find some

tiona vehicle to allow them to discuss and alter the program legitimately

egitimately. It is also helpful to find channels of transfer which will

chars who find themselves wsyrnpathettc to the magnet programs if

which are actively congenial should be facilitated. Too often

totally tmknown school or lose of seniority rights through

13
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trAnNfer keep teachm

to become centers of discontent and

dis inctive educational approach.

i h a rn a school

ce to the rralttatlon of

urifiermore where the magnet pogrern is quickly designed and imposed on a
then interpreted and required by the principal, the principal's unusually

strong curricular and pedagogical demands are bound to be resented by teachers.
Conflict is likely to ensue. While this conflict may not be easily visible to
outsiders, it will af e t the shape of the education offered and the daily
experiences of etudents. Both principal and teachers deserve rupport in 'Ruch a
situation. Principals may need some one who is not in authority over them as a
sympathet c c unaelor. They also need to be given Laitude to recognize teachers'
reasonable requests for restentes and their suggestionr for alteration of the
propsm in accord with their experiences with the realities of the situation within
the schools' walls.

CONCLUSON

lt is important for central office planners to remember that the most careful of
blueprints for magnet school plans and for individual magnet schools can be only
that, Parents and students come to the process of choice of magnet schools as
whole persons, not simply as consumers of rationally deal ed educational pl
They will choose schools because of a complex of factors: for example, the moo

acceptability of the school's name ,eir social ties to other choosing families, the
reputation of the neighborhood, transportation processes, their emotional reaction to

f who represent the echoed, andonce the school is establishedthe experiences

neighbors' children with all aspects of the school. Wise planners



take the sn-ea into account

ochools which will provide

experiences as well as good cognit

schools which will, individually and collectively, serve the needa of the diverse
children of the commtmity, including those whose families have leas power and

hose own academic accomplishments are modest.

nning; they wtl

good interracial nd tnter

C onstru c

ion. They will also try to plan magnet

t is like ise Importan

children need to be pre

its acts as both current

to remember that current public !school

a 'misty which will be multiracial in almost all

end *. thority" students will live their adult

lives among peers nearly evenly divided among white and non-whi e citieens.

Desegregated schools must move toward social inte&ration so that intergivup

relations are based on mutual understanding and respect. Interpersonal friendships

across racial lines must become commonplace both for the good of individuals and

as a cement for intergroup relations. The social ambience of desegregated schools

thus a crucial portion of the education they provide, especially in

housing and other aspects of adult and family social life are

y, central o lice planners need to develop se .e Implication.

of magnet school plarirg or the worldng lives of the school building staffs who

ust c Where magnet school plans are developed by, or with

substantial participation by, school level staffs, those persons will fee! ownership in

the plans most of the alterations of traditional or accustomed patterna

empowering. But where magnet schools staffs have innovative approaches imposed

upon them they are likely to experience even i aginative plans as

ranchissment and a revocation of Jac:creel profeasional autonomy. Planners



need to provide support for both administratom and teachers in these situations and

to allow them some opportunities to ehape the program lie local experience

indicates best. Those who would like to shape the plan to revert to traditional

patterns need opportuniti s to move to congenial traditional 'schools without loss of

face or reputations so that others more ory pathetic to the epecial program can

replace them,
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